NOTICE

CERTAIN DATA CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE DIFFICULT TO READ IN MICROFICHE PRODUCTS.
REMOVAL OF RUPTURED SLUG FROM TUBE 1961-D

SUMMARY

The 105-D pile was shut down on July 21, 1951, at 6:15 P.M., when the sample room monitoring instruments indicated a ruptured slug on crosshead #194.

Metal removal was effected by back seating the charge, hydraulically ejecting the pieces downstream from the ruptured slug, and cutting the tube ribs. Forces up to 2,000 psi were applied from the front face. The tube was replaced and charged with regular metal.

Loss of down time attributable to the ruptured slug amounted to 27 hours. Shut down work planned for July 25, 1951 was performed and operation was resumed on July 23, 1951 at 11:46 P.M.

DETECTION

The rupture was initially indicated by the effluent water monitoring system. Reader sample analysis gave additional evidence of a rupture and the pile was shut down. A reading of 1.5 R/hr. was obtained on the pigtail of tube 1961-D.

REMOVAL

Discharge of the metal from the tube was attempted with the pneumatic charge machine but was unsuccessful. The metal column was back seated with a force of 2,000 psi, the metal pieces downstream from the ruptured piece were hydraulically flushed out of the tube, and the metal ribs were cut out from the tube as far forward as the stuck piece. Forces up to 2,000 psi were then applied to discharge the metal. The tube was replaced and loaded with regular metal.

RELEVANT DATA ON THE CHARGE

The ruptured piece was canned August 31, 1950 of 6.8% metal of H Line. It was processed on truck #2 and was autoclaved. Metal in this tube had reached a concentration of 488 N.W.D./F.

The rupture is a sidewall failure of the can mid-distant from the slug ends. The slugs occupied the fifty-fifth position in the metal string counting from the front face.
LENGTH OF OUTAGE

Lost production time attributed to the ruptured plug amounted to 27 hours. Work planned for a regular shut down on July 25, 1951 was performed and pile operation was resumed at 11:40 P.M. on July 23, 1951 after downtime of 33.5 hours.

RADIATION ASPECTS

No unusual hazards were encountered. Radiation exposures to personnel were within allowable limits and contamination was held within established danger zones.

SLUG DISPOSAL

The ruptured slug has been caamed in preparation for shipment to U-9-2 for further study.
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DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.

CAUTION

This document contains information affecting the National Defense of the United States.
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